. In this more demanding task, the baseline alternation rates were lower and pretraining injection of glucose increased the alternation rates, The memory-improving effect of glucose has been suggesting that glucose improved attentional or memdemonstrated in rodents and humans (Gold, 1995;  ory processes. Since no posttraining injections were Messier & Gagnon, 1996; White, 1991) . In rodents, given, the effect of glucose could not be specifically studies have used various learning tasks. One group attributed to one set of processes or the other. used tasks motivated by electric shocks, such as inhibiSo, with the exception noted above, there is still tory avoidance (Gold, 1986; Kopf, Opezzo, & Baratti, no clear demonstration of the glucose memory-im-1993) or conditioned emotional response (Messier & proving action in learning situations that do not alter significantly the metabolism of trained animals.
